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Ki Lea

Ki Lea is a NPC played by Ametheliana.

Ki Lea
Species & Gender: Iromakuanhe Female

Age: 26 AR/ 34 YE
Height: 5'5“/ 165 cm
Weight: 140 lbs/ 63.5 kg

Organization: Astral Vanguard
Occupation: Missions Operator

Rank: Lanbalri
Role: Senior Enlisted

Current Placement: Setareh Wing

Physical Description

Standing at five and a half feet tall with a wiry frame, she has no bust nor curves and is simply slim-
figured. Ki has waist-length, light blue hair that is somewhat common to Hlaraian Iromakuanhe and deep
set, almost temperamental, turquoise eyes that look sunken in and almost afflicted. She has many teal
tattoos along her body that coincide with her exoskeletal plates. Among them are names of her family
members, saints, Yetsava's face and the patron saint's saying, “A Beautiful Face Cannot Build a Ship”, a
series of lines that run across each of her fingers, both budding, blooming, and falling flowers that
cascade down her right thigh, and a bar underneath one eye.

Personality

She makes no qualms about who she is or how she feels as she is very to the point and matter of fact
about life, her job, her past, her relationships, and just about anything that could be thought of. She
prefers solitude unless drinking or eating, in which case she will be seen at her most jovial. Ki would
prefer to be on the bridge than on her own, though, as that is where she feels the most at home. She has
had many relationships with other women, more than with men, but is outwardly kind to both genders.

Likes: Yetsava The Beautiful, swimming, lifecycle riding, Sky Boarding, living off-planet, desserts, slajatki-
on infused nights with other women, zoloats, soda. Dislikes: Singers, overly-handsy men, whispers not
directed at her, Temple Euphorians. Goals: Captain a ship, bed a beautiful woman, start and finish the job
at hand.
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History

As a young girl not out of her teens, she began to work on the HAS Kikinui cruise city-airship as a bridge
crewman. She was adept and work-oriented enough to have her boss' catch sight of her and promote her
quickly to a position of bridge administrative assistant, which she worked as for a few short years before
being trained and promoted to becoming relief pilot. She stayed in this position until choosing to leave
the life of a cruise ship operator and opted into a life of military service. She was fit for a life of higher
standard than that which the HAS Kikinui afforded her and enlisted, hoping for a better one. Briefly, she
was involved in several skirmishes and proved herself useful in the service enough to be promoted to
being able to fill the role of missions operator, which she excelled at immediately. She was then a part of
a wing dispatched to deal with The New Veyrin Republic. Though the wing's mission was difficult and
ultimately they gathered no intelligence, she had created a cloud of competence around herself that was
hard to overlook. She has been asked to serve in the newly formed Setareh wing as a part of the
starships operation crew.

Skills

Ki has the following notable skills:

Fighting

Close quarters, hand-to-hand, and long-range fighting are all well within her wheel-house. She
understands weaponry can apply that knowledge to properly use several hand weapons, including
knives, pistols, rifles and light explosives such as grenades. She has sufficiently high endurance to
survive situations such as elevated G-forces and extended combat missions.

Technology Operation

Ki can operate and even pilot a starship she has become familiar with as well as several of the
subsystems, including navigation, sensors, some weapons training,

Medical

Ki knows basic medical techniques, including everything up to first aid, emergency care such as CPR or
the Heimlich maneuver and the administering of preprepared medicine, such as painkillers or stimulants.

Communications

Ki is capable of using all standard communications found in the Iromakuanhe Astral Commonwealth, in
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particular those employed by the Astral Vanguard. This includes laser, radio and MASC-enhanced
variations in various formats and media. She is fluent in Saalsari, Haidasari and can speak, read and write
them correctly. She can communicate clearly even while under fire or in other unnerving situations.

Knowledge

Ki has knowledge of the common goods found on Astral Vanguard starships and installations, including
weaponry, medical supplies, ammunition, food and vehicles. She knows how to manage supplies, forward
requests from crewmen to the proper logistics divisions as is part of her job in helping to delegate the
burden that comes with fleet logistics. Her knowledge of battle tactics is ingrained. Ki is also familiar with
the rules and regulations of the Vanguard, as well as the laws of the Commonwealth as a whole.

Ki is skilled at making accurate but brief descriptions of needed information for their associated unit,
responding to requests for information and making sure that both her staging area and units in the field
are informed of each other's status at all times. She may also be able to make forecasts of enemy
behavior based on data from the field.

Inventory

Ki has Astral Vanguard Standard Issue

Finances

Ki is currently of no rank within the Astral Vanguard. She receives a weekly salary of 1400 per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
1300 KD Starting Funds

OOC Information

In the case ametheliana becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Ki Lea
Character Owner Ametheliana
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